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PART-A
(Answer Any Two)
1. (a)What are the advantages and disadvantages of open and closed loop control system?
(5Marks)
(b) Obtain the transfer function X2(S)/F(S) for the system shown below

(10Marks)
2.(a) Derive the differential equation and obtain the transfer function E(S)/θ(S) for an armature
controlled DC motor coupled to a mechanical load having inertia ‘J’ and a viscous friction coefficient ‘b’.

(10Marks)

(b) Find the poles and zeros of the function

(5Marks)
3.(a) What is meant by poles and zeros of a system’s transfer function? Explain
(4Marks)
(b) Explain the relation between impulse response and transfer function of a system.
(3.5Marks)
(c) Consider the liquid level system shown below. Obtain its transfer function H(S)/Q(S)
(7.5Marks)

Part – B
(Answer Any Two)
4. Derive the DC response of RL,RC,RLC.
5. Explain the following
a. Initial conditions of R,L, C
b. Final condition of R,L, C
c. Time constant from the DC response of RL circuit.
6. Derive the following
a. Sinusoidal response of RC and RLC circuit
b. Time constant from the DC response of RC circuit

(2x15)

Part – C
(Answer Any Two)
7. Answer the following
a. Restrictions of poles and zeros locations for driving point function and transfer functions.
b. Derive time domain behavior from pole zero plot of given transfer function.
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8. Answer the following
a. Derive Short circuit and open circuit parameters
b. Obtain the hybrid parameter for the following circuit.

9. Obtain a) the relationship between Z and Y parameters.
b) Find the response from pole zero plot and verify for the following Voltage.
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(2x20)

